
Cookware Basics

Advantages
Relatively inexpensive
Durable
Scratch resistant
Doesn’t react with foods
Dishwasher safe
Good for caramelizing

Disadvantages
Can have poor heat distribution

Advantages
Doesn’t react with food
Resists carry-over tastes and odors
Will not leach into your food
Lightweight
Cookware surface doesn’t flake off
Easy to clean

Advantages
Inexpensive
Extremely durable
Good heat retention
Distributes heat evenly
Good for browning

Disadvantages
Reacts with foods
Heavy
High maintenance; requires regular seasoning
Can rust unless seasoned

Advantages
Extremely durable
Good heat retention
Easy to clean 
Doesn’t react with food

Disadvantages
Can be expensive
Heavy

Stay away from... 

Stainless steel is a safe, non-reactive and stable 
cookware option. Good quality stainless steel pieces 
are long wearing and can last decades.

Tip:  Pay attention to how you clean it. Abrasive  
materials can scratch the surface and lead to the 
release of small amounts of nickel.  Those with a copper 
or aluminum core more evenly distributes heat. 

Brands: All-clad  or any made with 18/10 grade  
stainless steel

Cast iron is extremely durable, has even heat 
distribution. It’s great because it can be used in the 
oven, on the stovetop or on a campfire.  A well-
seasoned cast iron pan requires very little oil when 
cooking and will last a lifetime. 

Tip: Do not cook tomato products or other acidic foods 
in cast iron as the acid reacts with the pH of the pan 
and creates an off-flavor. 

Brands: Lodge and Wagner are made in the USA

Enameled Cast Iron surfaces are completely inert 
and safe to use. It can be used in the oven and on 
the stovetop. it’s long lasting and easier to clean 
when compared to stainless steel or cast iron.

Tip: Enamel cast iron can chip, so be mindful when 
storing or stacking.

Brands: Le Creuset, Staub, Lodge, Innova

Ceramic is a newer material in the world of 
nonstick cookware. It’s widely considered to be the 
safest and most environmentally friendly option. 
Ceramic is free of chemicals that are often found 
on non-stick cookware. Unlike older nonstick 
coatings ceramic non-stick is stable on exposure to 
high heat and resistant to flaking. 

Brands: GreenPan, Scanpan or EvaCo Cast

Aluminum is a soft and highly reactive metal that can leach into food, especially when you are cooking with acidic ingredients.

Teflon non-stick is a coating typically made from PFOA chemicals, otherwise known by the full name of Perfluorooctanoic acid. This is a synthetic 
chemical and a growing body of evidence now shows PEOA’s to be highly toxic to humans and wildlife. Recent research has shown that prenatal expo-
sure to PFOA’s compromises early childhood immunity and that general exposure increases the risk of arthritis.

https://chemicalwatch.com/13661/prenatal-exposure-to-fluorinated-chemicals-may-suppress-the-immune-system
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/02/130214134034.htm

Every kitchen should have a skillet, a saucepan, a stock pot and a dutch oven, but made of which materials? Each material has advantages and  
disadvantages. Having a few good pans is all you need. Rather than purchasing an expensive set, choose pans in the material(s) that you prefer.  
These materials are good and safe choices.  

Anodized aluminum cookware, has recently become a popular alternative to plain aluminum. These are made from aluminum that is placed in a 
chemical solution and exposed to electric current. This builds up a hard, non-reactive surface. The electrochemical anodizing process “locks in” the 
aluminum, making it a better choice over regular aluminum cookware. 
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